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Abstract 
Relatively cheap and widely available wireless data communication services are available to the mass-market. 
Within the coverage of the cellular network used, the vision of information access for 'everyone, anytime, anywhere' 
has become reality. A Global Information Visualization environment can be imagined where the vision of 'All 
information at your fingertip' is reality. In this environment, every information, data, or tool available on any 
computer connected to the global network is directly accessible to the user. 

However because of the low bandwidth of wireless networks and the limited resources of mobile hardware, the 
handling of highly interactive distributed multimedia applications faces severe problems. 

The objective of 'Mobile Visualization' is to provide effective solutions to these problems. This paper discusses 
the relevant aspects of systems and data models for Mobile Visualization and tries to provide an integrative view 
on the field based on the vision of Global Information Systems. In addition, we describe some of the research 
projects in this field from our institute, the Computer Graphics Center (Darmstadt/Germany). 
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INTRODUCTION: WIRELESS COMMUNICATION AND GLOBAL INFORMATION 
VISUALIZATION 

Long-range wireless data communication is available and effectively usable today. It is a matter of a few minutes 
to connect a portable PC to a cellular phone with data transmission capability and log on to any mailbox using 
standard communication software. No specific knowledge is required for this operation. 

Relatively cheap and widely available wireless data communication services are therefore available to the 
mass-market. Within the coverage of the cellular network used, the vision of information access for 'everyone, 
anytime, anywhere' has become reality- at least as far as the basic technology is concerned. 

Using stationary sites granting access to the Internet, global connectivity is available to the experienced user. 
Likewise, data transfer between mobile systems is quite simple (and cheaper than between mobile and stationary 
systems, looking at the tariff structure of some network providers). 

So it appears as if a Global Information Visualization environment could be constructed in which the vision of 
'All information at your fingertip' is realized. In this environment, every information, data, or tool available on 
any computer connected to the global network is directly accessible to the user. 

However, the mobile world is far from perfect once more complex applications and services are considered. 
File transfer and mail reading are essentially non-interactive applications, for which a transfer rate of about 9.6 
Kbps (Kilobit per second) poses no real problem ( cf. Table I for bandwidth data of typical cellular networks)- after 
all, serial communication with character terminals provides usually the same bandwidth. But today's stationary 
display and interaction systems differ substantially from the early 'glass teletypes'. High-resolution displays and 
highly interactive applications based, e.g., on the paradigm of direct manipulation or even immersive interfaces 
using virtual reality, require massive bandwidth between application and display. 

Q. Sun et al. (eds.), Computer Applications in Production Engineering
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Network Switching technology Bandwidth Availability 
GSM connection 2.4, 4.8, 9.6 Kbps exhaustively 1995 

packet 9.6 Kbps exhaustively 1996 
Modacom 

UMTS 
packet 9.6 Kbps 
packet nx64 Kbps- 2 Mbps 

Kbps = Kilobit per second 
Mbps =Megabit per second 
GSM = Global System for Mobile Communication 
UMTS =Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 

since 1993 
~ 1998 

Table 1: Communication bandwidth of mobile communication networks 

Today, users have become accustomed to comfortable, easy-to-use and interactive and systems based on the 
concepts of direct manipulation. A step backwards in interactivity will cause a serious acceptance problem for such 
largely non-interactive applications. So in order to build 'everyone, anytime, anywhere' information applications 
that will be used, the problem of how to make these services interactive across a slow data link has to be solved. 

A directly related problem is the communication of time-dependent data (sound, video). Users of mobile 
systems will expect to deliver access to all of the multimedia data making up modern information applications- at 
least within the limits defined by the mobile system's input and output capabilities. 

Finally, the problems of scalability have to be tackled when considering that thousands of users may simulta
neously access the same data or service from all over the world. Suitable concepts for caching, replication, and 
migration of data and services have to be identified which guarantee the response times required for interactive 
applications as well as the transfer rates required for the rendering of time-dependent data. 

The objective of Mobile Visualization is to provide effective solutions to these problems. This paper discusses 
the relevant aspects of systems and data models for Mobile Visualization and tries to provide an integrative view 
on the field based on the vision of Global Information Systems. In addition, we describe some of the research 
projects of our institute in this field. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 gives an overview over the fundamental problems of mobile visualization within the integrative 

context of a global information infrastructure. 
In Section 3, we discuss aspects of possible solution strategies which are based on the concepts of object 

migration and fragmentation in heterogeneous environments. 
Section 4 describes a number of experimental systems and concepts being under development at the Computer 

Graphics Center (ZGDV), which rely on the concepts discussed in the previous section. 
Finally, a discussion of the ideas presented in this paper is given in Section 5. 

2 CHALLENGES FOR MOBILE VISUALIZATION AND INTERACTION 

2.1 Global information management systems 

When T. Nelson coined the term 'docuverse', he envisioned a global hypertext-like structure, containing and 
interlinking the entire human knowledge (cf. [16]). Global information management systems based on this vision 
-such as the World-Wide Web (WWW) [I]- show that on-line access to vast amounts of distributed information 
is possible not only for the expert, but also for the end user. The ultimate goal of these activities is the construction 
of a unified, globally accessible repository for arbitrary information and services 1 which is available to everyone. 
(The term 'docuverse' will be used to denote this repository). 

Based on this scenario, the following assumptions hold for the docuverse: 

I. The docuverse contains not only multimedia documents, but also services which may actively communicate 
with the user or other services and might even change the docuverse. (E.g., a subscription service adding a 
user to an object representing the list of subscribers.) 

2. The set of object and service types present in the docuverse is constantly changing and expanding. 

I Such as the WWW Pizza ordering servtce available for Santa Cruz restdents (URL. http: I /www. pizzahut. com). 
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Taking Pt. I to its extreme, the docuverse appears as a set of uniquely identifiable active objects which refer to each 
other through mechanisms such as messaging and static associations ('hyperlinks'). In conjunction with Pt. 2, the 
notion of the docuverse thus implicitly contains a dynamically extensible class system which allows the definition 
of an object's message response behavior. 

This concept informally describes the notion of a docuverse as it is understood in the course of this paper. It 
is this dynamic set of heterogeneous, communicating active objects, which ultimately will be accessed by mobile 
and stationary data terminals. 

i:··· ..... 
~--·····:> 

Legend: · · · · · ·- W ueless Data Communication 
--- Stationary Network 

MDT= Mobile Data Terrmnal 

BS = Base Station 

SDS =Stationary Data Server 

Figure I: Typical communication infrastructure for mobile data access 

---------~ 

It is now an interesting challenge to combine the concept of a 'docuverse' with wireless data communication 
into a system model granting any user ubiquitous, mobile access to the global information repository. The idea is 
to use portable computing devices as mobile 'windows' into the docuverse. These mobile data terminals (MDn 
use wireless data communication to access stationary data servers (SDS) which implement the docuverse (cf. 
Figure 1). 

A simple straightforward realization of this Global Information Visualization scenario is inhibited by the 
following contradictory properties of the different architectural components: 

I. Limitations of the communication services such as low bandwidth and temporary disconnection. 
2. Limited local resources (in terms of storage capacity, computing power, data entry and data output capabili

ties). 
3. Complexity of the docuverse (in terms of the available data formats and the display/interaction requirements 

of the individual data objects and services). 

Although many more problem areas for mobile information systems can be identified besides Pts. I and 2 ( cf. e.g. 
[5, 7, 19, 23]), the issues identified above are the the most obvious and pressing ones when trying to build a Global 
Information Visualization System (GIVS). An in-depth discussion of these aspects is given in Section 3. 

2.2 Managing content data 

Owing to the openness of the docuverse where any information provider may offer his own specific data and 
services, a large- virtually unbounded- number of different data types and formats have to be managed by a user's 
MDT. Typical standardized formats for graphical and multimedia data are listed in Table 2. 

In addition, there are a lot of more proprietary formats used for transfer and storage of graphical data. Especially 
in networked information systems, this fact raises many problems during transfer and presentation of the data. 
Therefore, a widely agreed understanding on standards to be used for data exchange is desirable. 
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Data type 
Raster image 
Audio 
Video, Motion picture 
Text, Documents 
Document structure 
Presentation and Visualization 

Format 
JPEG, TIFF, !IF and many others 
AIFF 
motion JPEG, MPEG, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, H.261 
RTF, Postscript, PDF 
HTML, SGML, HyTime 
QuickTime, MHEG 

Table 2: Data formats for multimedia data 

The main challenge in visualization of information on a mobile computers, however, is the transfer and 
presentation of non-textual information. Table 3lists the data rates to be transferred and processed for visualization 
of one screen ( 480 x 640 pixels) of information using different types of data. 

Data Format Size/Data rate quality 
Text ASCII ~ 5 KByte n/a 

Graphics 2D-/3D-Graphics 10 KByte -100 KByte n/a 
Image B/W (!Bit/Pixel) 38 Kbyte n/a 

Color (8Bit/Pixel) 300 KByte n/a 
True color (24Bit/Pixel) 900 KByte n/a 

JPEG True color 60 KByte 15:1 compression 
'virtually original' 

Video MPEG-1 1.5 Mbps 4 VCR quality 
MPEG-2 4-lOMbps VCR quality 
MPEG-3 5-20Mbps HDTV quality 
MPEG-4 9-40 Kbps interactive 

multimedia, video 
telephony 

H.261 px64 Kbps (64 Kbps-2.048 Mbps) video telephony 

Audio 8-Bitplaw 64 Kbps speech monaural 

2 channel, 16 Bit ~ 1.4 Mbps CD stereo 
PCM at 44.1 kHz 

Table 3: Data rates for multimedia data 

Considering the limits of mobile computing devices such as processor speed, short-term and long-term storage, 
and network bandwidth, it becomes obvious that a highly sophisticated software architecture for networked mobile 
information systems is required. 

2.3 Practical usability issues 

Besides the more fundamental problems discussed in the previous subsections, the 'docuverse' concept introduces 
numerous issues concerning an effective usability of the global information repository. Some of them are [ 4]: 

• The docuverse is a large information space containing complex information structures. Helping the user to 
orient himself is a primary challenge for such scenarios. Tools are required which support the visualization 
of these structures even on small, low-resolution displays. 

• Support for navigation through huge information spaces has to be provided even if the size and structure of 
the information space change dynamically- e.g., because of changing network connections. Orientation and 
navigation support tools must be able to dynamically adapt to changing environments. 

• Access to external data sources has to be provided. Tools for data format conversion and compression and 
decompression of data have to be accessible on the network. 

• Mobile computing devices have to be able to down-load tools for visualization of specific data formats from 
the network, even if the user is not aware of the physical location of the appropriate tool. 

• Adaptable and configurable user interface have to be provided. The adaptation to the needs of specific users 
should be accomplished by the evaluation of a specified user profile. 
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• New input devices such as pen or touch screen have to be supported by providing new interaction techniques. 
• Hand-writing recognition is absolutely essential for hand-held systems without any keyboard. 
• Speech recognition is an alternative to hand-writing recognition as an input mechanism for hand-held systems 

without any keyboard. 
• Real-world metaphors or physical-world metaphors make the design of access mechanisms for large elec

tronic information spaces, e.g. electronic libraries etc., much easier. 

In the next section, we will outline a data model and a system architecture which is able to provide a solution to 
these problems. 

3 SOLUTION STRATEGIES 

3.1 A simple model for interaction with multimedia objects 

The 'docuverse' consists of information objects, abstract active entities receiving requests and responding with 
replies. Individual requests and replies are elements of suitable alphabets. As far as this paper is concerned, refined 
concepts such as classes and inheritance are not relevant. 

Communication between user and an information object is a cyclic four-step process: (I) The object sends a 
value to the user's display and the value is rendered appropriately. (2) The user may then interact with the display's 
input devices which eventually (3) results in an event being sent to the original object. This event may cause (4) 
state changes, which again (1) cause reply values to be transmitted to the display for rendering. 

When looking at this processing model, one can easily discover that there are several levels involved, at which 
data processing occurs (cf. Figure 2). Consider, e.g., an object representing some graphics drawing. Rendering 
is ultimately by drawing pixels, interaction events are button press/release notifications and coordinate change 
notifications. This level next to the user's sensory and affectory system may be called 'physical' or 'iconic' level. 

Local. 

Remote 

Figure 2: Simple layer model for graphics applications 

On the next lower level, graphics primitives such as circles, lines etc. may be used; interaction events may 
be 'picking' and 'dragging' of these primitives. This may be termed the 'representation' level. It contains an 
intermediate representation of the data which abstracts from both the concrete rendering device and the application 
semantics. Finally, the 'application' level captures the application semantics, the concepts and functions it uses for 
realizing its behavior. In the context of a CAD system, these might be 'nuts' and 'bolts' resp. 'adding an axle' etc. 
Usually one has also to provide a 'storage' layer which provides long-term storage for object data (using another 
representation). 

Clearly, this simple model - and the ideas behind it- is quite similar to the layered models of communication, 
such as the OSI-Model. Although one could easily identify additional layers (cf. e.g. [6] for the image case), this 
is matter of detail discussion. What we want to assert here is that such layers clearly exist- and that the existence 
of this layer can be exploited for optimizing mobile visualization. This issue will be elaborated in the following 
sections. 
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3.2 Locating the interface 

Since each pair of layers constitutes an interface, the interesting question is: which interface coincides with the 
separation between mobile system (MDT) and data source (SDS)? 

Besides the simple model, where all layers execute on the mobile system and no communication occurs at all 
(i.e., a local application with local storage), there are two central models currently used for distributed graphics 
applications: 

• Remote application with local display server (Interface between layers 4 and 3). 
One alternative possible for high-bandwidth networks is to define a front-end server (a Ia X [20]), which 

provides the necessary primitives for realizing an object's interface behavior. The behavior itself is realized 
by the object at an SDS site, where it can exploit all resources of a stationary computer. Only primitive 
requests are sent to the MDT. Within the expressive power of the front-end server, any possible interface 
behavior could thus be realized by a MDT, without exceeding the available resources. 

However, since only primitive requests or event notifications are transmitted between MDT and SDS, 
a substantial amount of bandwidth is required in order to reach acceptable response times for interactive 
applications. Anyone who has tried to run the X-protocol over a slow serial line has experienced this (cf. 
e.g. [8]). Furthermore, in the case oftemporary disconnection(= very low bandwidth), interactivity is not 
given at all. 

Therefore, this approach is generally not feasible considering the properties of wireless data communi
cation. The MDT must be able to realize object behavior with more autonomy from the SDS2. 

• Local application with remote storage (Interface between layers I and 2). 
Using this approach, an object's complete interface behavior is migrated to the MDT as program executa

ble on the MOT's operating system. (For today's global information systems, this is typically done manually 
via ftp.) This strategy clearly avoids the disadvantage of the high communication bandwidth required for 
the dumb server scenario and guarantees very high autonomy. But here too, severe disadvantages prohibit 
this approach: 

- If heterogeneous MOTs are used (which is to be expected), a separate executable version of the interface 
behavior for every possible MDT needs to be available. 

- Because MDT storage capacity is limited, the number of executables to be down-loaded at the same 
time is limited (note that even in the age of shared libraries, executable programs are quite substantial 
in size). Assuming a large number of different object types (i.e., different object behaviors) in the 
docuverse, this requires a caching scheme with preemption. This, however, causes problems in the 
case of a cache miss: because of the large size of the executables, transfer time will be at least several 
minutes, making information access unpleasant at best. Exploratory information access - which may 
cause a large number of executables to be loaded - will be avoided by the user. 

Clearly, for a mobile window to the docuverse a concept is required which provides a kind of down-loading of 
interface behavior, while at the same avoiding the problems of heterogeneity and size. 

3.3 Fundamental solution concepts 

Based on the discussion in the previous section, two fundamental solution concepts can be identified: 

Object migration: The first idea is to allow for an on-demand migration of object behavior. Because heterogeneous 
environments have to be considered, a well-defined representation for denoting object behavior is required. 
In order to render the docuverse open to any possible information object, this notation has to fulfill certain 
completeness properties. One aspect is definitely computational completeness, which allows any algorithm 
to be part of an object's behavior. Another aspect is resource completeness, which gives an object control 
over any input or output device (this is the tricky part). 

Object fragmentation: As a rule of thumb, allocating a layer to the MDT results in additional storage and 
processing requirements. Likewise, moving a layer from the MDT to the SDS results in higher bandwidth 
requirements. Therefore, an optimal choice, considering the interaction with a large amount of different 
objects, would be to use the separation between levels 3 and 2. 

2Because sending data from MDT to SDS via wireless is a power consuming Job, the hmited battery capacity of mobile systems IS another 
reason for requinng more autonomy of the MDT. 
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Because different layers of the same object are executing on different machines, one can speak of 
object fragmentation in this case. Clearly, once the concept of well-defined object representations has been 
introduced, it may be left for a dynamic, run-time decision, how many of the different layers of an object 
are migrated to the user's site. This supports dynamic load balancing considering the various costs for 
computation and communication with respect to the currently available computing machinery and network 
technology: If the user's 'MDT' is a powerful stationary workstation connected via FDDI, the SDS will 
migrate the complete object. Accessed via a small mobile device using slow wireless communication, the 
SDS may decide to migrate only layers 1 an 2. 

Next, we will give a short discussion of the fundamental architectural components required for implementing 
migration and fragmentation of active objects. 

3.4 An architecture for a distributed realization of object behavior 

A basic architecture supporting object migration in heterogeneous environments is quite simple to identify: It 
consists of an abstract machine (AM) which provides computation, storage, input, and output services for the 
realization of object behavior. This AM is implemented on the different hosts, on MOTs as well as on SDSs. 
Object behavior is then defined in terms of the 'programs' this machine is able to execute and the 'process states' 
it maintains for programs currently executed. 

An object or parts thereof may then be represented by 'closures' which consist of a program and a process state. 
Object migration and replication is realized by moving or copying closures from one AM to another. 

The idea of 'function shipping' or 'remote programming', which is basically equivalent to the architecture 
outlined here, exists for quite a while now. A prime example is the well-known 'Postscript' language which is 
used to remotely program printing devices. More recent examples are 'Telescript' [24] or 'Safe-TCL' [2] (used for 
enabled mail applications). 

Remote programming enables the dynamic extension of remote functionality through data communications, 
without requiring human intervention. This contrasts with the usual RPC (remote procedure call) based approach. 
Using RPCs, a only fixed set of remote functions is available. Extending this functionality requires changing the 
source code of both client and server. 

However, the basic idea of remote programming requires a substantial amount of detailing in order to be of any 
use to the problems of mobile visualization. At least three problem areas exist: 

General distributed process management: Imagine the replication of one object at several MOTs. In order for 
the object to present a consistent state to every user, there must be some kind of coordination between 
the individual replicas. However, which mechanism used (e.g., primary copy or 'gossip' architectures; 
pessimistic, optimistic, or time-stamp based concurrency control; ... ), depends on the function performed 
by the object. Therefore, the system has to provide a comprehensive set of tools for managing and coordinating 
distributed processes. 

Layer identification: Consider a layered graphics object o, whose behavior is described by a program p written 
in any typical programming language, be it declarative, procedural functional or object-oriented. From an 
analysis of p's syntactic structure alone, it is usually not clear which of o's layers are described by which of 
p's parts. This, however, hinders an effective automatic partial migration of o: In order to determine which 
parts of p constitute a layer of o requires a thorough semantic analysis of p! 

So, in order to allow for practical automatic object fragmentation, languages based on extended object 
models (such as described in [12, 18]) are required which allow for a syntax-based layer identification. Such 
object models add components like 'interaction behavior' etc. to the basic slot/method model. 

Input/output functionality: In Section 3.3, we called for resource completeness of the object representation. By 
this we mean that the representation allows to describe any possible input/output operation on the available 
devices. Because future devices may provide arbitrary enhancements to existing functionality, the only 
definite limits to useful input and output operations are the capabilities of the user's sensory and affectory 
system. Although eventually the goal, this value domain clearly is somewhat removed from a satisfying 
solution in the near future. 

As intermediary solution, the fundamental concept of a4D (x, y, z, t) space -as proposed by the HyTime 
standard [17]- is a more viable approach. Output is defined in terms of the content of sub-volumes of this 
space; basic input is captured by the selection of points or point-sets in this space. Dynamic reactions to 
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input are reflected by the introduction of multiple spaces connected by paths to be traversed upon certain 
events. 

The really interesting question is, how to define a concrete language for defining such 'interactive spaces'. 
Some of the issues involved here are: 

• What is the underlying language concept (e.g., declarative a Ia HyTime or imperative like MHEG)? 
• What are the 'within-volume' primitives (e.g., lines, circles, cubes, spheres, textured spline surfaces)? 
• How to provide for an efficient 'fast path' implementation for typical interactive spaces (e.g., windowed 

2!D spaces)? 
• How to cope with a wide range of display capabilities (e.g., provide capability information or use 

'normalized' descriptions). 

3.5 Coping with multimedia content data 

While the previous section dealt with the abstract description of an object's overall input/output behavior, the 
management of concrete multimedia content data to be presented within individual (z, y, z, t)-sub-volumes is 
the most obvious problem in low-bandwidth networks with resource-poor display terminals. Underlying solution 
strategies fall into the following categories: 

• Reducing the size of data itself (Compression). 
• Getting the most interesting part first (Within-content-anchoring). 
• Allowing for the transfer of detail data later on (Detail on Demand; Progressive Refinement). 
• Fetching data to be accessed in future while network is idle (Prefetch). 
• Keeping frequently used data online (Caching). 

Ideally, the data exchange architecture should support all of these features within a unified model giving user and 
implementor of information services a wide range of tradeoff alternatives. Furthermore, most of the individual 
categories influence each other, giving rise to numerous optimization possibilities. 

For example, low-resolution displays are usually available on mobile hardware, thus coinciding with low
bandwidth networks. A general use of progressive refinement technique for information transfer thus automatically 
addresses both problems of display heterogeneity and low bandwidth within the same approach (see Table 4). 

Refinement Display-Res. Bandw. Terminal Network 

low 
reqmre; 

low low 
pmvlde>. 

Mobile Wireless ____, <---

medium medium medium Stationary PC Ethernet 
high high high Graphics Wks. FDDI 

Table 4: Progressive Refinement requirements vs. terminal capabilities 

Furthermore, the computational complexity of progressive refinement algorithm should match with the com
puting power available. Low refinement stages should be computationally simple as to allow execution on 
comparatively slow mobile hardware. Higher refinements can be more expensive. For raster images, simple 
algorithms such as approaches based on Binary Condensed Quad-trees (BCQ, [3]) can be used for the first refine
ment levels. Furthermore, the MOT's programmability can be employed to support arbitrary algorithmic image 
descriptions (e.g., fractal or state-machine based), because the rendering algorithm can be transferred with the 
image itself. 

For single linear multimedia contents - such as sound, video, text - prefetching is straightforward (the only 
question being the scheduling of simultaneous prefetch operations when accessing more than one such content 
at the same time). However, the static associations between individual docuverse objects ('hyperlinks') hold 
the potential of extending the prefetch across multiple objects, maybe exploiting usage information and user 
preferences for predicting objects to be accessed next. One very simple example is the concept of 'guided tours' 
found with hypertext models, where the user has the choice between several predefined paths through the same set 
of documents. Clearly, once a path has been selected it is an ideal 'oracle' for predicting the user access behavior. 

Another hypermedia feature useful for optimizmg content access are within-content anchors, Anchors which do 
not refer to the complete destination object but only to a part thereof. This allows for a quick access of a hyperlink 
destination by transferring only the context of the anchor, a content region surrounding the anchor point (resp. the 
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anchor region, if region anchors are supported3). The remaining parts of the document content may then be treated 
by prefetch or detail-on-demand mechanisms. 

Finally, the simultaneous transmission of multiple content data must also be considered. The communication 
between consumer and producer of content data (e.g., between display volume and network) must be handled by 
parallel processes. Several of these processes which render data arriving at the communication port directly into 
the respective display volumes may execute in parallel, so that negotiation between them, the underlying transport 
system, and the server is necessary in order to observe the current focus-of-interest of the user. How these processes 
may be described in the object's behavior definition is another issue. 

Likewise, one has to consider the subjectively optimal scheduling of multiple simultaneous refinements- e.g., 
by giving priority to the volume with the current input focus. 

4 EXPERIMENTS AND PROJECTS 

In this section, we describe some of the of research projects at our institute which are concerned with the construction 
of Global Information Visualization Systems (GIVS). 

4.1 The HYPERFUNK system 

HYPERFuNK [I 0] is an experimental prototype of a GIVS, based on the concepts discussed in Section 3. In addition 
to creating a platform allowing an evaluation of the viability of these concepts, the following objectives have been 
pursued by the HYPERFuNK implementation: 

• Enable the demonstration of the potential of ubiquitous mobile information access to expert and non-expert 
users (information consumers as well as information providers). 

• Demonstrate the 'docuverse' concept of a unified global information and service management and the idea 
of a mobile windows to the docuverse. 

For this purpose, an example 'micro' docuverse (DV/0) has been created for HYPERFUNK, demonstrating the 
following facilities: 

• Access of private data. 
• Access to public data (a simple electronic newspaper). 
• Transparent migration of specialized object behavior. 

Architecturally, HYPERFUNK consists of multiple MOTs (Notebooks running MS-Windows) and a single SDS (a 
stationary UNIX-Server). The Notebooks are equipped with GSM (=Global System for Mobile communications) 
mobile phones for wireless data communication; they use the 9.6 Kbps data transmission service provided by the 
GSM standard. The SDS is equipped with a standard analog PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) modem. 
The transition from GSM to PS1N is the responsibility of the GSM service provider. (cf. Figure 3.) 

High-level communication between SDS and MDT is based on stream sockets relying on SLIP (Serial Line 
Internet Protocol) and TCP. This reduces available net bandwidth, but substantially simplifies the implementation 
of data communication - e.g. through providing multiple logical channels across one physical channel, access 
within the complete Internet, and error recovery. 

Within HYPERFUNK, the language HCL is used as language for representing object behavior. HCL 4 [9] 
is a LISP-like dialect with small-footprint interpreters available for UNIX and Windows. It contains a run-time 
extensible object system (HCLOS), socket-based communication mechanisms, and functions for creating graphical 
user-interfaces (using X/Motifresp. MS-Windows). So, a kind of resource completeness as well as computational 
completeness can be granted for object representations. 

Both SDS and MDT employ an HCL-Interpreter to realize object behavior. With respect to behavior definitions, 
the HCL running on the SDS operates as master, containing all known object behaviors (i.e., classes and methods). 
If the slave HCL on the MDT encounters objects with unknown behavior, it requests the necessary classes and 
methods from the master and augments its local object system. 

3 For a generalized mechanism supporting server-based anchor region computation, see [ 13] 
4 HCL is an acronym for 'HyperPicture Command Language'; it has initially been developed for the description of active objects in the 

computational hypermedia system 'HyperPicture' [15] 
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Legend: MP = GSM Mobile Phone with data transmission capability. 

BS = GSM Base Station. 
MSC = GSM Mobile Switching Center with signal conversion to analog 

PSTN modem transmission. 
MM = Stationary analog PSTN modem. 

Figure 3: Communication architecture of HYPERFUNK 

The user interface to DV/0 is created by the interface behavior of an object in the docuverse itself, the 'entry

point'. It is highly interactive and metaphor-based (therefore intuitive, aiming at non-expert users), demonstrating 

the wide range of interface behavior available for objects in the docuverse. (For a general discussion of metaphor
based user-interface construction see e.g. [21].) 

The entry-point object presents itself as a two-story 'shopping & service center' (the entrance hall of this center 
is shown in Figure 4 ). The ground floor contains public services (e.g., the newsstand providing access to newspapers 

- cf. Figure5), the first floor gives access to private services (e.g., the user's office with a cabinet containing folders 

and documents, Figure 6) Based on this metaphor, a user may navigate through DV/0 by 'walking' around the 

building, 'knocking' at doors, 'entering' rooms etc. Besides this primary navigation mechanism, a selection 

of classical navigation support tools as can be found in hypertext systems is available: Various 'information 
booths' provide orientation and descriptive access through overview maps and keyword search; a history-list 
and user-configurable hot-lists allow for backtracking and shortcuts. (See [22] for a complete discussion of the 

entry-point.) 
Finally, 'Persons' can be charged by the user to perform more complex tasks. One example is the vendor at the 

newsstand, who will perform the necessary modifications of the metaphor when subscribing to a newspaper. 

Figure 4: Entrance hall Figure 5: Newsstand 

4.2 Active Mail 

Besides the communication of object representations between two active AMs (abstract machines), one can also 

look at the idea of instantiating the destination AM upon the user's access of the transferred object layers. This 
fits with the idea of electronic mail (Email): Active objects are a specific kind of Email, the mail reading tool(= 

AM) is started once the user tries to read a mail containing an object representation. Thus, active mail is another 
incarnation of the object migration concept introduced for mobile visualization. 

An active mail can for instance build up a form on the receivers site, consisting of text fields (for editing 

purposes), multiple choice elements etc. It may accept and evaluate the answers of the receiver (i.e. check the 
consistency) and send back automatically a reply to the originator of the mail. 
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Figure 6: User office Figure 7: Active mail tool 

Of course, besides reading Email one should also be able to write Email. Therefore, an easy-to-use tool for 
creating the behavior definitions which describe an active object is required. At the ZGDV, a prototype of such 
an authoring tool for active mails has been developed. The central feature of the system is a user-friendly mail 
handler, which allows one to compose active messages interactively supported by a graphical feedback. The active 
messages appear as a form consisting of editable text fields, multiple choice elements, inline pictures and anchor 
buttons etc. Anchor buttons are the source for linking multimedia elements to the active messages. Figure 7 shows 

the composing tool and a sample active mail. 
Active mails are- just like active objects in HYPERFuNK-represented using the LISP-dialect HCL. Furthermore, 

the composing tool itself is realized with HCL and can therefore be transmitted as its own active mail. 
The format for the interchange of mails is based on the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME). The 

reading of delivered active mails is supported by a standard mail reading tool supporting MIME; e.g., elm 2. 4. 
Abstracting from the concrete application of creating active mails, the composing tool may be regarded as a 

first step towards an authoring tool for the interactive creation of fully programmable active objects. This enables 
information providers in the docuverse to create information objects without conventional programming. 

4.3 The MoVI project 

In the previous sections, we have indicated numerous open issues regarding the functionality required on a mobile 
system for the global visualization of information. These topics are investigated in-depth within the MOVI 
project [14, II]. MOVI (Mobile Visualization) is a basic research project funded for two years by the German 
Science Foundation (DFG). Besides the ZGDV, the Interactive Graphics Systems Group of the Darmstadt Technical 
University, the Computer Science Dept. of the Rostock University, the Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics 
Rostock, and the Computer Graphics Center Rostock participate in this project. 

The primary research aims of the MOVI project are: 

• the access, 
• the visualization and 
• the interaction 

of multimedia information on distributed mobile computer systems. A main task will be to refine and detail the 
solution concepts outlined in this paper. Some aspects of refinement are: 

• On the architectural level, a distributed information agent will be responsible for performing object location, 
replicatiOn and migration. Presentation servers are responsible for implementing the semantics of an object's 
behavior description on the respective display. Finally, user agents mediate between the docuverse as such 
and the view preferences of the individual users. 
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• On the level of the object model, contexts are proposed as a central mechanism for filtering the vast amount of 
information available in the docuverse to sizes manageable by the user. Possible contexts are the semantics of 
the information, aims and requirements of different users as well as location, time and technical environment. 
Queries for information objects are then evaluated against the current user context specification. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have introduced the main task of Mobile Visualization as providing mobile windows to a globally 
unified information repository, the 'docuverse', to everyone. 

We have observed that the docuverse is a complex domain, containing and undetermined set of data formats 
and information services. From this observation, we have concluded that a system concept supporting the dynamic 
configuration of a mobile data terminal is a fundamental requirement for creating a mobile information system 
based on the docuverse vision. As areas of primary importance, we have the investigated the aspects of: 

• Object migration and fragmentation based on a well-defined external representation for active objects. 
• Extended object models as fundament for an effective automatic object fragmentation. 
• Resource completeness of the representation with respect to a suitable value domain (e.g., the 4D (x, y, z, t) 

space). 
• Techniques for an efficient management multimedia content data in resource-poor environments. 

As illustration for these concepts, some of the current research & development projects at our institute have been 
described briefly. From the experiences with our prototype systems, the following conclusions can be drawn so 
far: 

• The concept of object migration and object fragmentation is very powerful once supported in heterogeneous 
environments. Furthermore, a naive mechanism supporting object migration can easily be implemented on 
interpreted languages providing external representations for all denotable values, such as LISP. 

• In order to construct a system with general applicability, the fundamental solution concepts of migration and 
fragmentation require a substantial amount of detailing. The various areas of interest have been discussed 
throughout this paper. 

As final remark, we want to emphasize that mobile visualization is a world of compromise. Due to the substantial 
limitations of the various system components, every non-trivial application will suffer in one way or the other 
from these limitations. Therefore, it is essential for a Global Information Visualization System using mobile data 
terminals to provide the user with a subjectively optimal compromise. On the other hand, every user and application 
has its own rating for the different aspects of the 'Quality-of-Service'. No single model will be able to capture all 
tradeoff possibilities unless it is essentially a dynamically programmable system. Hence, a concept supporting the 
migration of active objects will eventually be inevitable for mobile visualization applications. 
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